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The antioxidant activity of 3,9-dimethoxy-4-prenylpterocarpan (bitucarpin A) and 3,9-dihydroxy-4,8-
diprenylpterocarpan (erybraedin C) is supposed to be related to their copper coordination ability. Therefore
several complexes with Cu2+ of low-energy conformers of these two prenylated pterocarpans, whose
conformational landscape was the subject of a prior B3LYP/6-31G* study (Alagona, Ghio, Monti Phys. Chem.
Chem. Phys. 2004, 6, 2849), have been taken into account at the same computational level, with the metal
ion described by effective core potentials in the LanL2DZ valence basis set. Their metal ion affinity (MIA)
values have been determined and compared with the results obtained earlier with the same methods for the
preferred binding sites of plicatin B, a prenylchalcone that can exist in E and Z configurations as well as in
tautomeric forms. The stability order of the metalated species at the various coordination sites strongly depends
on their position and nature. The spin density of the cation upon ligand coordination becomes vanishingly
small, whereas the ligand spin density approaches 1. Thus the ligand is oxidized to a radical cation (Ligand•+),
while Cu(II) is reduced to Cu(I). A very favorable MIA is obtained in vacuo when Cu2+ is chelated between
the prenyl and O lone pair moieties for both pterocarpans (MIA ) 370 and 380 kcal/mol for bitucarpin A and
erybraedin C, respectively). High affinity values are found also when the cation is sequestered within the two
end groups (prenyl π density and D ring) in the Ot configuration (MIA ) 371 and 373 kcal/mol for bitucarpin
A and erybraedin C, respectively). In aqueous solution, the solvent effect dampens the free energy differences
and reduces the MIA especially when the ion is remarkably exposed to the solvent. Conversely, when Cu2+

is sequestered, the MIA decrease in solution is limited (MIA ) 327 and 360 kcal/mol for bitucarpin A and
erybraedin C, respectively). The solvent effect is significantly larger in plicatin B, where the MIA is lowered
by 80 to 140 kcal/mol, probably because (a) the screening ability of the substituted phenolic ring is lower and
(b) the positive charge on the ligand is less efficiently delocalized than in the four fused ring system of
pterocarpans.

I. Introduction

Pterocarpans possessing a 6a,11a-dihydro-6H-benzofuro-
[3,2-c]benzopyran skeleton of cis B/C-ring junction (Chart 1)
constitute the second largest group of natural isoflavonoids.1

Many of them are stress-induced protective agents for plants
(phytoalexins), produced in response to the infection caused by
fungi, bacteria, or viruses.1,2 Thus some pterocarpans have
antifungal,3 antitubercular, and estrogenic activity4 or are
antagonists against snake and spider venoms,5 while others have
been reported to inhibit HIV-1 in cell cultures.6,7 Pterocarpans
exhibit interesting antioxidant properties as well, especially low-
density lipoprotein (LDL) oxidation inhibitory activities.8 Since
lipoprotein oxidation is crucial in atherogenic processes9,10 and
can be induced by transition metal ions such as copper, the
investigation of the structural basis for the ability of active
natural compounds to bind Cu2+ can help design novel and more
potent drugs.

To this end, the Cu(II) sequestering ability of bitucarpin A
(3,9-dimethoxy-4-prenylpterocarpan) and erybraedin C (3,9-
dihydroxy-4,8-diprenylpterocarpan), whose conformational pref-
erences had been carefully analyzed earlier,11 taking into account
the backbone structure interconversion as well on a model

system (cis 3,9-dihydroxypterocarpan), is determined in this
study. The plicatin B (methyl 3-(4-hydroxy-3-(3-methyl-2-
butenyl)phenyl)-2-propenoate) metal ion affinity, evaluated at
the same computational level in a previous article,12 is going to
be compared with those of the two pterocarpans. An experi-
mental study13 on the antioxidant properties of these three natural
products under a variety of conditions put forward a number of
different explanations for their activity. Our investigation might
help discriminate among them.

II. Computational Details

All calculations have been carried out in the density functional
theory (DFT) framework making use of the B3LYP hybrid
functional14 and the 6-31G* basis set15 (pure-d functions) in
the gas phase with the Gaussian 03 system of programs.16

Although the use of relativistic pseudopotentials is not manda-
tory for Cu2+, with open shell d9 ground-state electronic
configuration, effective core potentials (ECP) that statically
include some relativistic effects for the electrons near the nucleus
in the LanL2DZ valence basis set17 have been used for the sake
of comparison with previous results. Application of an ECP for
Cu(II) was recommended indeed to investigate with B3LYP the
variety of structures of Cu(II)-bis(amino acid) complexes.18

In what follows, B3LYP/6-31G* stands for B3LYP/6-31G*/
LanL2DZ even when copper is present for brevity. Spin density
distribution was calculated by the Mulliken population analysis
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procedure that coupled with B3LYP produced values closer to
the experimental ones.19

A variety of attack (or coordination) positions of Cu2+ on
each stable conformer have been taken into account to evaluate
their strength as well as the influence of the ligand internal
arrangement on it. The adduct geometries have been fully
relaxed to attain the best possible interaction between ligands
and metal ion for the processes

The metal ion affinity (MIA) in the i complex is usually
defined with respect to the global minimum of the ligand20 as
the negative of the enthalpy change (-∆H) for the ion
coordination process

This definition, valid for fairly rigid systems, is however
devoid of significance for flexible ligands with several distinct
minima. As a first attempt to avoid erratic results in our previous
study on plicatin B (Plic), the best matching reference structure
for the ligand in each complex was located within those
optimized for the isolated ligand, Plic(i,opt), resorting to

The results obtained at 298 K are reported in Table 1 under
the header “-∆H298”. In the next column, under the header
“-∆Eint”, the corresponding values making use of the energy
in an equation analogous to eq 3 are reported. Both definitions
include, however, the deformation energy of the ligand upon
ion binding. The deformation energy is the difference between
the energy of the ligand in each complex (Ligand(i)) and that
corresponding to its optimized structure (Ligand(i,opt)), that is
obtained minimizing the ligand geometry starting from that

particular coordination complex, allowing a further refinement
of the conformational search

For flexible ligands, Edef is to be subtracted from eqs 2 and
3, suggesting the use of the energy for consistent results.(Of
course, it would be possible to refer to the global minimum for
computing the MIA making use of the enthalpy, but the
deformation energy correction would be anyway carried out
using the energy.) Actually Edef is contained in -∆Eint, and a
possibly analogous value is also in -∆H298. Therefore, we
decided to exploit for the MIA (reported in the last column of
Table 1) the negative of the energy change, using as reference
structures for the ligand the geometries optimized in each
complex

because, besides the saving with respect to the high cost of
frequency calculations for systems such as the pterocarpans,
this definition of the MIA ensures that the greater the computed
value the stronger is the affinity. It cannot be used with the
enthalpy because the structure of the ligand in the i complex,
Ligand(i), is not a stationary point.

The above definitions are consistent with those used in ref
12 for the sake of comparison. The interested readers can find
absolute energy values, Edef, and MIA in the Supporting
Information.

The solvent effect on the complex stability and the total
(Gtot(H2O), i.e., electrostatic plus dispersion, repulsion, and
cavitation) free energy of solvation have been also considered
on a number of complexes. To this aim, they have been
embedded in aqueous solution employing the integral equation
formalism for the polarizable continuum model (IEF-PCM),21

allowing their structures to relax. The MIA in solution was
evaluated in analogy with eq 5, associating the full cavity to
each partner, kept rigid in the geometry optimized in solution
for that complex. Natural bond orbital (NBO)22 and natural
population analyses (NPA)23 were also carried out to clarify
the nature of the bonding. Extensive comparisons with the
copper binding/chelating ability of plicatin B have been carried
out in an attempt to correlate it with their experimental potency
as antioxidants.13

III. Results and Discussion

The structures of the bitucarpin A and erybraedin C isolated
pterocarpans (schemes, atom numbering, and torsional degrees
of freedom in Chart 1) have been investigated in a previous
study,11 where full details can be found. However, in order to
make this article self-contained, a few definitions are reported

CHART 1: Structure, Rotatable Bonds, and Numbering of Bitucarpin A, Erybraedin C, and Plicatin B

TABLE 1: B3LYP/6-31G* Metal Ion Affinities (kcal/mol)
for Few Low-Energy Cu2+-Plicatin B Complexes Computed
from Eq 3 (See Text) and Eq 5d

complexesa -∆H298
b -∆Eint Edef MIAc

8_PO 316.7 317.5 13.4 330.9
8a_PO 316.5 317.3 17.6 334.8
Z5a_B 337.6 338.6 17.4 356.0
Z5_B 334.1 335.0 15.2 350.3

a The isolated plicatin B structure used as reference is followed
by the coordination position (PO ) prenyl-methoxy O region, B )
bridged). b Cu2+ reference enthalpy ) -195.065696Eh + PV.
c Values derived from eq 5 and already reported (among others) in
Tables 5 and 7 of ref. 12. d The deformation energy (kcal/mol) from
eq 4 is also reported.

Ligand + Cu2+ f Ligand · · ·Cu2+ (1)

∆H ) H[Ligand · · ·Cu]i
2+ - HLigand - HCu2+ (2)

∆H ) H[Plic · · ·Cu]i
2+ - HPlic(i,opt)

- HCu2+ (3)

Edef(i)
) ELigand(i)

- ELigand(i,opt)
(4)

∆E ) E[Ligand · · ·Cu]i
2+ - ELigand(i)

- ECu2+ (5)
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hereafter. The cis structure refers to the (6aR,11aR) diastereomer
in this case, with O11 pseudoaxially oriented to avoid steric
interaction with the peri C1 hydrogen. With the other cis
diastereomer, its mirror image (6aS,11aS), constitutes the natural
occurring form, whereas the trans diastereomers, i.e., (6aR,11aS)
and (6aS,11aR), not considered herein, are significantly strained
and turn out to be less stable than the cis ones by ∼10 kcal/
mol.11 In addition for both pterocarpans, the cis fused ring
backbone exhibits two different arrangements, named Ht and
Ot depending on which atom at position 6 is trans with respect
to H6a. At the B3LYP/6-31G* level, the Ht structure is ∼2 kcal/
mol more favorable than the Ot one, regardless of the nature
and number of substituent groups. The pterocarpan skeleton
constitutes a two-blade system with considerably different values
of the angles between the blades in Ht (∼145°) and Ot (∼100°).
The interconversion between the Ht and Ot structures occurs
with barrier heights of about 6-7 kcal/mol along two pathways.
The remarkable flexibility of the fused ring system is due to
the presence of a CH2 group in one of the rings and to the

capability of the C1C1aC11aO11 dihedral angle to distort itself
although belonging to a ring. After recollecting these basic
concepts and results, the binding sites of Cu2+ on both flexible
ligands with their relevant affinities in vacuo and in solution
are discussed.

A. Preferred Binding Sites of Copper(II) Cations in
Vacuo. A number of complexes to illustrate the preferred
binding sites of Cu2+ on bitucarpin A and erybraedin C are
displayed in Figures 1 and 2, with their affinity values and
deformation effects reported in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. In
the figures and tables, reference is made to the Cu(II) binding
sites involving prenyl groups and/or the hydroxy/methoxy region
(OP, OH/OMe complexes); when the group at C9 (or even C3

for erybraedin) is rotated, the suffix “_r” is appended to the
complex name. (For bitucarpin A, _r corresponds to C10C9OMe
in transoid position; for erybraedin C, _r corresponds to C2C3OH
or C10C9OH in cisoid position (refer to the figures in the
Supporting Information for clarity).) In contrast, when Cu2+ is
bridged between the two blades, in other words the coordination

Figure 1. B3LYP/6-31G* structures (drawn with Molden: Schaftenaar, G.; Noordik, J. H. J. Comput.-Aided Mol. Des. 2000, 14, 123-134; distances
in Å) of low-energy Cu2+ · · ·bitucarpin A complexes: (a-c) Ht arrangement; (d-g) Ot arrangement.
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involves ligand groups on both sides of the pterocarpan, the
complex name contains an “m”, standing for “mixed”, and an
Arabic number, if necessary, to avoid mentioning all groups
involved in the binding interactions that would produce tricky
strings of characters. Therefore, especially for these adducts, it
is advisable to refer to the figures (the full set can be found in
the Supporting Information (pp 16-26)). In order to clarify
matters, the starting arrangement for a few structures is
described, because the preferential trends along the minimization
paths permit to exclude the occurrence of particular complexes
that in principle might be considered stable.

1. Bitucarpin A. According to the schematic representation
of bitucarpin A, displayed in Chart 1, a number of coordination
sites for Cu2+ can be identified, which include the ethereal O
regions of the rings and of the methoxy side chains, besides
the aromatic ring and prenyl π densities. For the Ht arrangement
of the pterocarpan, starting from structures with Cu2+ bridged
between O5 and the adjacent aromatic bond (involving or not
the prenyl double bond), an OP arrangement (Bit-OP, Figure
1a) is invariably obtained, which corresponds to the most stable
complex (-1349.268374Eh) with a very favorable MIA (370.3
kcal/mol) and Edef ) 11.9 kcal/mol (see Table 2).

Figure 2. B3LYP/6-31G* structures of low-energy Cu2+ · · · erybraedin C complexes: (a) Ht arrangement; (b) Ot arrangement; (c, d) Ht arrangement;
(e-g) Ot arrangement.
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By rotating the methoxy group at C9 about the C9-OMe bond
(�1), the second most stable Ht complex (Bit-OP_r) is reached
that features analogous separations between Cu2+ and chelating
groups as Bit-OP. Although the mutual position of the partners
does not appreciably change, the MIA somewhat decreases,
becoming 367.9 kcal/mol, with Edef equal to 11.8 kcal/mol.

It is worth recalling that the B3LYP MIA turned out to be
substantially higher (by ∼20-30 kcal/mol) than that obtained
using the Becke’s half-and-half (BH)24 nonlocal hybrid exchange
functional coupled to the LYP correlation functional (BHLYP)
in our recent study on plicatin B.12 This confirmed the propensity
of the B3LYP functional to overestimate the binding energies
when Cu2+ is involved, while calculations with BHLYP (in
which the exact exchange mixing is 50%) were reported to
provide very good agreement with CCSD(T) for ground and
low-lying states of Cu2+-H2O.25 However, the conserved trend
for the lines correlating B3LYP to BHLYP MIA and ∆E values
(r ) 0.980 and 0.974, respectively) indicated that the MIA
values, although overestimated, were fairly comparable among
them as well as the relative stabilities of the complexes and
thus suitable to be used for comparative purposes.

The least favorable coordination sites among those reported
in Table 2 concerning the MIA correspond to the O11 region
(i.e., Bit-O11_r, displayed in Figure 1b, and Bit-O11) with a
very limited effect due to the methoxy group rotation. They
are less stable than Bit-OP by about 28.5 kcal/mol; moreover,
relaxing their geometries once Cu2+ has been removed the
closest minima lie ∼7 kcal/mol below. (Since the geometry
deformation is very limited, this value can be attributed to the
relaxation of the electronic distribution (the ligand in the
complex has an unpaired electron, as stated below).) Those
coordination structures are also obtained starting from tentative
arrangements with Cu2+ located above the six-membered
heteroring (B in Chart 1). The MIA of the complexes with Cu2+

coordinated to the methoxy oxygen at C9, i.e., Bit-OMe and
Bit-OMe_r (the latter displayed in Figure 1c), are somewhat
larger than 340 kcal/mol. Their stabilities are however similar
to the Bit-O11 ones.

Conversely the scaffold structures remarkably change going
from Ht to Ot arrangements, because of the value assumed by
the dihedral angle between the two blades of the pterocarpan
fused ring system, reported above. The Ot arrangement allows
another stable Bit-OP structure to be located, named Bit-OP
(Ot) (Figure 1d), which turns out to be the second most stable
complex, higher in energy than Bit-OP by just 1.76 kcal/mol,
due to the ring strain in the Ot structure. Interestingly enough,

the most favorable MIA is obtained for this complex showing
limited deformation energy (12.4 kcal/mol). The short separation
of the C and D rings from O5 and the prenyl side chain allows
the metal ion to be sequestered inside a variety of groups (the
π density of prenyl groups and aromatic rings as well as the O5

lone pairs). When Cu2+ interacts with both chelating arms
(Figure 1, parts e and f), the MIA is on the average very
favorable ranging from 362.7 to 370.9 kcal/mol (a value very
close to that corresponding to Bit-OP (Ot)). Those arrangements
however are obtained at the expense of some strain energy
penalty. Actually, after the removal of Cu2+ the strain energy
is released (17 e Edef e 25.1 kcal/mol). Adducts involving O5

and just one of the chelating arms are also obtained, such as
Bit-m2_r (Figure 1g) and Bit-m2.

2. Thermal and Counterpoise Corrections on Bitucarpin
A Complexes with Cu2+. Thermal and counterpoise corrections
have been investigated for the complexes of bitucarpin with
copper(II), because one of the referees was concerned about
entropic effects on the relative stability and the other raised some
doubts about the possible incidence of basis set superposition
errors on metal ion affinities for a basis set of limited size. The
results obtained for the 13 complexes in Table 2 are reported
in Table 3. In order to distinguish relative stabilities from metal
ion affinities, for the latter values only in this section the symbols
MIA(E), MIA(H298), and MIA(G298) have been used.

As expected, the entropic effect is lower (∼-52 kcal/mol)
for polydentate structures, where the ion is chelated between
two end groups, such as in the Bit-m, Bit-m1, and Bit-OP
complexes. The entropic effect is intermediate (∼-54 kcal/mol)
for the Bit-m2 complexes, where the ion is dentated between a
ring heteroatom and one of the end groups, while it is the highest
(∼-55 kcal/mol), but still within 3 kcal/mol of the lowest
values, when the ion is coordinated to a double bond (hapticity
) 2) as in Bit-O11 or when it is monodentate as in Bit-OMe.
Interestingly enough, energy, enthalpy, and free energy based
values behave in an analogous way: no inversion in the relative
stabilities or in the metal ion affinities is observed in this series
of complexes, supporting our choice, tested for plicatin B, of
using energy based values.

The counterpoise corrected interaction energy, which taken
as the negative can be considered a counterpoise corrected MIA,
parallels the MIA(E). It is slightly less favorable (by ∼0.8-1.5%),
because the BSSE ranges from 2.7 to 5.6 kcal/mol. Therefore,
while counterpoise corrections can be important for H-bonding
interactions with neutral molecules, such as water,26 they appear
to be almost uninfluent for large interaction energies, especially
for comparative purposes as in the present case.

Of course, we do not claim to have considered all the possible
adducts, but at least a representative set of them. We are
confident that no Cu2+ complex at O5 is stable with the Ht

scaffold arrangement, because the metal ion migrates toward
the electron-rich methoxy O-prenyl (OP) region. No coordina-
tion sites are located right above or below the pterocarpan blades
either, because Cu2+ prefers to bind above the outer region in
the vicinity of O11, C1a, and C1, although the MIA is the lowest
determined in this study. The MIA on lone pairs of the methoxy
O at C9 is just somewhat more favorable. When the Ot fused-
ring structure is considered, chelated arrangements are obtained
with high MIA. If the prenyl group is not involved in the
interaction, the MIA is reduced to the same value calculated at
the methoxy O at C9 for Ht.

The list including labels, structures, absolute energies of the
complex ([Ligand · · ·Cu2+](i)), of the ligand in the complex
(Ligand(i)), of the ligand optimized structure related to that

TABLE 2: B3LYP/6-31G* Metal Ion Affinities (MIA) and
Cu2+ Separations of Low-Energy Cu2+ · · ·Bitucarpin A
Complexesa

complexes MIA Edef Cu2+ · · ·C
Cu2+ · · ·OMe/

O11/O5 Cu2+ · · ·C

1a Bit-OP 370.30b 11.90 2.083 2.046 2.270
Bit-OP_r 367.88 11.84 2.084 2.045 2.271

1b Bit-O11_r 337.54 7.31 2.258 2.205 2.245
Bit-O11 336.98 7.21 2.286 2.244 2.199
Bit-OMe 341.70 12.02 1.962

1c Bit-OMe_r 343.61 13.95 1.936
1d Bit-OP (Ot) 371.06 12.41 2.082 2.041 2.269

Bit-m 362.70 16.99 2.175 2.211
1e Bit-m_r 365.38 21.03 2.179 2.254
1f Bit-m1_r 370.86 25.13 2.194 2.143

Bit-m1 368.55 24.39 2.194 2.160
1g Bit-m2_r 343.17 14.72 2.214 2.173 2.238

Bit-m2 340.76 13.81 2.211 2.165 2.264

a Separations in angstroms, MIA and Edef in kcal/mol. b Cu2+

reference energy ) -195.065696Eh.
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complex (Ligand(i,opt)), Edef and MIA is reported in Table S1 of
the Supporting Information.

3. Erybraedin C. The presence of an additional prenyl group
(at C8) and of hydroxy moieties in place of methoxy ones does
not substantially alter the coordination behavior of the ligand,
as can be inferred from the results reported in Table 4 and in
Figure 2. Due to the presence of two hydroxy groups adjacent
to the prenyl side chains, the structures are named with the _Hnr
suffix when both phenolic hydrogens are rotated in opposite
direction with respect to the prenyl side chains (or with the
_HnPr suffix when also the P8 prenyl group is rotated about
�5). This obviously prevents intramolecular H-bond formation
with the double bond π density. The absence of the _Hnr suffix,
however, does not mean per se the occurrence of the afore-
mentioned H bonds, because of the prenyl group remarkable
flexibility. Conversely, when just one of the phenolic hydrogens
is rotated, n takes the value 3 or 9, depending on the case, with
the usual warning about H bonds. Thus the structure names do
not account for H bonds. It is necessary to refer to the figures
to check if H bonds are present (all structures with the relevant
discussion can be found on pp 19-26 of the Supporting
Information). As a general rule, H bonds slightly affect the
stability of the system but not its metal ion affinity. Probably
they would be much more important for other kinds of
mechanisms of activity,13,27 such as those involving hydrogen
atom donation, but not for that here considered, that is the
protection against copper-mediated oxidative damage, that may
involve both a sequestering and a reducing action of the ligands.

Interestingly enough, experimental data28 have suggested that
prenylchalcones and R,�-unsaturated keto functionality (com-
pounds belonging to the same class as plicatin B) provide
protection against oxidative modification of LDL and are more
potent inhibitors than their nonprenylated analogues. Actually,
in section D the capabilities of these moieties will be briefly
discussed.

A number of additional structures can be found with the label
cell highlighted in yellow in Table S2 of the Supporting
Information, inserted after those selected for detailed discussion.
The latter ones have been reported in order of descending
stability within each class of complexes. The list contains labels,
structures, absolute energies of each complex, of erybraedin C
in that complex (Ligand(i)), of the erybraedin C optimized
structure related to that complex (Ligand(i,opt)), Edef, the metal
ion affinity (MIA), and the relative stability with respect to the
coordination complex taken as zero.

Similarly to that found for bitucarpin A when the geometry
optimization started from structures with Cu2+ bridged between
O5 and the adjacent aromatic bond (involving or not the prenyl
double bond), for the Ht scaffold structure an O3P4 arrangement
of the metal ion has been located (Ery-O3P4, Figure 2a), with
Cu2+ placed between the O3 lone pairs and the P4 double bond
π density. This is the most stable coordination complex here
obtained (-1466.010426Eh). Its MIA is very favorable as well
(376.5 kcal/mol, see Table 4), although it does not correspond
to the best value.

TABLE 3: B3LYP/6-31G* Relative Stabilities and Metal Ion Affinities in Terms of Energy, Enthalpy, and Free Energya

relative stability metal ion affinity

complexes ∆E ∆H298 ∆G298 (E) (H298) (G298) ∆ECP BSSE

1a Bit-OP 0b 0c 0d 370.29 369.18 371.52 -366.02 4.27
Bit-OP_r 2.55 2.43 2.14 367.88 366.74 369.48 -363.64 4.24

1b Bit-O11_r 28.35 27.42 24.53 337.54 337.32 342.62 -333.38 4.16
Bit-O11 28.69 27.78 24.97 336.98 336.72 341.82 -332.35 4.63
Bit-OMe 28.73 28.36 25.13 341.70 340.96 346.52 -338.96 2.74

1c Bit-OMe_r 28.77 28.42 25.32 343.61 342.82 348.22 -340.75 2.87
1d Bit-OP (Ot) 1.76 1.78 1.64 371.06 369.83 371.80 -366.39 4.67

Bit-m 14.67 14.00 14.65 362.70 362.18 363.48 -357.20 5.50
1e Bit-m_r 16.22 15.66 15.64 365.38 364.76 366.76 -360.00 5.38
1f Bit-m1_r 14.88 14.41 14.96 370.86 370.08 371.05 -365.26 5.60

Bit-m1 16.24 15.76 16.42 368.55 367.81 368.96 -363.01 5.54
1g Bit-m2_r 32.11 31.18 29.76 343.17 342.90 345.97 -338.27 4.89

Bit-m2 33.45 32.45 31.12 340.76 340.56 343.75 -335.88 4.88

a The counterpoise corrected interaction energies (∆ECP) are also reported together with the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) for
low-energy Cu2+ · · ·bitucarpin A complexes. Units in kcal/mol. b -1349.268374Eh. c -1348.822686Eh. d -1348.905890Eh.

TABLE 4: B3LYP/6-31G* Metal Ion Affinities (MIA) and Cu2+ Separations of Some Low-Energy Cu2+ · · ·Erybraedin C
Complexesa

complexesb MIA Edef Cu2+ · · ·C Cu2+ · · ·OH/O5/O11 Cu2+ · · ·C

2a Ery-O3P4 376.54 11.62 2.088 2.047 2.261
2b Ery-O3P4(Ot) 377.43 12.51 2.087 2.042 2.259

Ery-O3P4_H9Pr (Ot) 379.58 13.61 2.087 2.035 2.255
Ery-O3P4_H9r (Ot) 378.88 12.88 2.087 2.042 2.259

2c Ery-O9P8_H3r 377.03 14.64 2.085 2.034 2.261
2d Ery-O11_H9r 350.39 11.53 2.209 2.604 2.146

Ery-O11 344.98 9.89 2.174 2.678 2.171
Ery-O11_H3r 342.29 6.98 2.244 2.224 2.249

2e Ery-mO5_Hnr 373.29 18.18 2.172 2.205 2.317
Ery-mO5_HnPr 368.69 16.92 2.182 2.203 2.318
Ery-mO5_H3r 365.00 15.90 2.182 2.198 2.305
Ery-mP4_Hnr 371.97 22.62 2.191 2.811 2.211

2f Ery-MeP8_Hnr 359.18 12.96 2.344 2.111
2g Ery-O5_H3r 347.42 14.99 2.211 2.141 2.222

a Separations in Å, MIA and Edef in kcal/mol. b Hydrogens are named after the O they are bonded to.
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On examination of Figure 2a, it is evident that H9 is H bonded
to the P8 double bond π density (C9C8CC and C8CCC ) -45.0°
and 133.1°, respectively). Considering the Ot scaffold arrange-
ment, an analogous coordination complex (Ery-O3P4(Ot), Figure
2b), albeit less stable than the Ht one by 1.98 kcal/mol due to
the scaffold strain, is found. Conversely, its MIA is somewhat
more favorable (377.4 kcal/mol), while the H9 · · ·P8 H bond is
conserved. Since the affinity to the metal is stronger in the Ot

scaffold arrangement, additional structures of this type have been
considered. A very similar stability, deformation energy, and
MIA are obtained when the P8 prenyl side chain is rotated by
∼90° about �5 and its double bond is still engaged in the H
bond with the phenolic OH (C9C8CC ) 45.2°, see Table S2 of
the Supporting Information).

When the polar H at O9 points to the prenyl side chain, but
the H bond is prevented due to the adverse prenyl group dihedral
values, the MIA for this local minimum decreases only slightly,
becoming 376.0 kcal/mol. Rotating the phenolic OH at C9 and
starting with Cu2+ bridged above O5 and C4a, the fourth most
stable complex among those reported in Table 4 (Ery-
O3P4_H9Pr (Ot)) is reached, with separations between Cu2+ and
the chelating groups analogous to Ery-O3P4(Ot). In this
orientation of the phenolic OH, no H-bond is feasible and the
prenyl double bond at P8 rotates farther from the O lone pairs.
The MIA, however, turns out to be 379.6 kcal/mol, the best
obtained for this compound. Ery-O3P4_H9r (Ot) is the third
most stable complex in Table 2, with MIA ) 378.9 kcal/mol,
even though a different orientation of the prenyl moiety prevents
H-bonding at P8.

When considering the attack onto the O9P8 end of Ht

erybraedin C, with the O3H group rotated (Ery-O9P8_H3r,
Figure 2c), the stability and the MIA (377.0 kcal/mol) are
slightly less favorable than those obtained on the other terminus.
Since the mutual position of the partners does not appreciably
change, the difference is mainly due to the presence of a five-
membered heteroring in place of a six-membered one. On this
blade of the molecule, the rotation of the P8 prenyl side chain
about �5 was taken into account. This fact produced somewhat
longer separations (by about 0.01-0.02 Å) between metal ion
and ligand groups with a decrease in the MIA by 1 kcal/mol.

The MIA of the subsequent structures with the Ht scaffold
arrangement is less favorable by about 27-30 kcal/mol than
that of those discussed thus far. All the complexes with Cu2+

coordinated in the O11 region (this definition is just to expedite
matters; actually the O11 · · ·Cu2+ separation can be longer than
that of C1a · · ·Cu2+) derive from starting geometries with the
metal cation located above the six-membered heteroring,
although not displaced enough to resent the attraction of the
electron-rich tails. Ery-O11_H9r, shown in Figure 2d, features
the metal cation bridged above C1 and C1a (MIA ) 350.4 kcal/
mol), with H3 H-bonded to P4, while H9 is rotated outward.
When both tails are H-bonded, as in Ery-O11, the separation of
Cu2+ from C1a and O11 is somewhat longer, making the MIA
decrease by nearly 5 kcal/mol. A similar effect is found for
Ery-O11_Hnr, i.e., when no H-bond is present in the tails.
Conversely, with H3 H-bonded to P4 and H9 rotated inward,
but not involved in an H-bond with P8, the MIA is 346.5 kcal/
mol.

For Ery-O11_H3r (H-bond in the H9-P8 tail), the shortest
distance is O11 · · ·Cu2+, while C1 · · ·Cu2+ ≈ C1a · · ·Cu2+ are only
slightly longer (MIA ) 342.3 kcal/mol). An analogous behavior
is found in the case of Ery-O11_H3r without the H-bond in the
H9-P8 tail.

Concerning the other structures with the Ot backbone ar-
rangement, the smaller value of the dihedral angle between the
scaffold blades allows chelation of Cu2+. The most favorable
complexes are obtained when the metal cation is chelated
between the D ring and the facing P4 double bond, as in the
structures displayed in Figure 2e. In Ery-mO5_Hnr (MIA )
373.3 kcal/mol) the closest contacts between Cu2+ and erybrae-
din involve O5 and one of the double bond C of P4. The distance
from the other double bond C of P4 is only slightly longer than
that from C7. Another local minimum, Ery-mO5_HnPr (MIA
) 368.7 kcal/mol) is found for P8 rotated by ∼120° about �5

with all the other features of the complex practically unaltered.
The scaffold and chelating arrangements are maintained also
in Ery-mO5_H3r (MIA ) 365.0 kcal/mol) that conversely
exhibits an H-bond between H9 and the P8 π density. Ery-
mP4_Hnr, the last complex of this type considered (MIA )
372.0 kcal/mol), without H-bonds, has been obtained starting
with the metal cation located above C1. However, although
smaller than for Ht, the dihedral angle between the blades is
still large. Therefore, chelation, i.e., coordination involving both
prenyl double bonds in this case, is prevented. In order to check
this result, a number of constrained optimizations have been
performed first. After the geometries are relaxed, the only
favorable arrangement found, Ery-MeP8_Hnr (Figure 2f, with
MIA ) 359.2 kcal/mol), where the closest contacts involved
both double bond C of P8 and the C of the nearby methyl group
of P4. In the final class of complexes, Cu2+ is bridged between
O5 and C10a, with a significant interaction with C10 as well. Ery-
O5_H3r (Figure 2g, MIA ) 347.4 kcal/mol) is displayed as a
representative complex with an H bond in the H9P8 tail. In the
absence of H bonds the MIA decreases, becoming 350.0 or
343.7 kcal/mol, depending on the rotation of the prenyl side
chain.

In analogy to bitucarpin A, the counterpoise corrected metal
ion affinity is less favorable by <1%, because the BSSE ranges
from 3.9 to 5.6 kcal/mol.

B. Copper Charges and Analysis of the Bonding. The ion
charge in the free state is obviously +2 for Cu2+. Conversely,
the NPA charges on the metal ion, reported in Table 5 for few
different complexes of the two ligands here considered, show
values remarkably lower than 2. All of them are close to 0.9e
and do not show appreciable dependence on the system and on
the coordination complex structure. They actually range from
0.81 (Bit-m1_r) to 0.90e (Bit-OMe) for bitucarpin A and from
0.86 (Ery-O11_H9r) to 0.90e (Ery-mO5_HnPr) for erybraedin
C, respectively.

According to this fact, the spin density on the copper ion
testifies that the dication in the complex is reduced by the ligand,
becoming Cu+, with d10 electronic configuration (Table 6). The
ligand turns out to be a positively charged radical, with the
charge distributed farther apart from the metal ion and primarily
on the originally (i.e., in the isolated ligand) electron-rich C
atoms belonging to the prenyl moieties or to the fused ring

TABLE 5: B3LYP/6-31G* NPA Charges (e) and Spin
Density on the Metal Ion in a Number of Complexes in
Vacuo for Bitucarpin A and Erybraedin C

structures NPA spin density structures NPA spin density

Bit-OMe 0.9039 -0.0000 Ery-O3P4 0.8647 -0.0000
Bit-OP 0.8652 -0.0000 Ery-O3P4(Ot) 0.8665 0.0000
Bit-O11 0.8801 0.0004 Ery-O11_H9r 0.8602 -0.0002
Bit-m 0.8928 0.0258 Ery-O9P8_H3r 0.8628 0.0000
Bit-m1_r 0.8124 -0.0005 Ery-mO5_HnPr 0.9021 0.0299
Bit-m2_r 0.8783 0.0035
Bit-O11_r 0.8864 0.0004
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double bonds. A small fraction of the spin density can be found
also on the O atom located farther apart from the metal ion.
This result had been reported earlier for uracil.29 Interestingly,
in erybraedin both phenolic hydrogens show a significantly
positive NPA charge (0.52e).

Therefore, the main effect observed upon formation of the
complexes is the variation in the occupancies of the 4s and 3d
orbitals, as can be inferred from a perusal of Table 6. The trend
is similar for the Cu2+ complexes of both ligands.

Since an analysis of the electronic distribution can be helpful
in suggesting suitable modifications and/or appropriate substit-
uents to enhance the stability of the coordination complexes
with Cu2+, a detailed discussion of a few typical complexes is
provided in the Supporting Information (pp 70-73). The
donor-acceptor interactions can be determined from the second-
order perturbation theory analysis of the Fock matrix in the NBO
basis. Of course the donor orbitals involved are different
depending on the coordination site involved. Useful pieces of
information can be derived from that analysis: interested readers
are referred to it.

C. Preferred Binding Sites of Copper(II) Cations in
Aqueous Solution. Since the interactions here considered occur
in aqueous solution, the solvent effect has been taken into
account in the framework of the polarizable continuum model.
The effect of explicit water molecules had been considered
earlier for these ligands, using as starting arrangements for the
optimizations cluster structures derived from molecular dynam-
ics simulations,30 but the results confirmed the importance of
specific H-bonding interactions without affecting the stability
order.26 In any case, the competition between metal ion and
ligand can be satisfactorily addressed with PCM, because water
is expected to bind preferentially to the metal cation (whose
charge is much more localized than that on the ligand); thus its
primary effect is the screening of the metal ion charge. The
effect of explicit water molecules was examined for bitucarpin
and erybraedin,26 to allow determination of their preferential
hydration sites. (The importance of the dipole moment orienta-
tion in neutral molecules was also discussed, because the solvent
reaction field is stronger when dominated by a dipolar compo-
nent than by a quadrupolar one.) Of course, the early stages of
the ligand-dication interaction should significantly change when
including specific solvation effects (partial desolvation at least
should occur), although for Cu2+ the reaction can still be easily
produced.31 This interesting investigation is however beyond
the scope of the present study, aimed at comparing the behavior
of the complexes with Cu2+ of bitucarpin and erybraedin to that
of plicatin B, already examined12 in a continuum solvent (water)
using IEF-PCM, and will be postponed to a forthcoming article.

We briefly recollect the meaning of the physicochemical
magnitudes mentioned in what follows: Gsol(def) is the total
solvent effect (accounting also for the deformation due to the
solvent field) that can be derived from the separation between
the total free energy in solution, named G(H2O), and ∆E(vac).
The impact of the aqueous solvent in the IEF-PCM framework,
using the UA0 radii as in ref 12, has been also considered for
a number of representative coordination complexes of both
pterocarpans, because in the previous study on plicatin B the
gas phase high energy complexes turned out to be remarkably
stabilized in solution, while the MIA was reduced because of
the competition between the solvent reaction field and the
ligand.12 The binding sites of Cu2+ on bitucarpin A and
erybraedin C do not change appreciably going from the gas
phase to the continuum aqueous solution, as can be inferred
also from the values of Edef(w), that do not affect too much the
always stabilizing solvent effect, very high due to the presence
in solution of a net charge (+2), distributed on the coordination
complexes as described above, that produces a strong electro-
static field. Therefore it is advisable to refer to the corresponding
structures in vacuo, without showing hardly distinguishable
structures in solution, whereas the affinity values in solution
are reported in Tables 7 and 8, respectively, together with other
quantities of interest.

1. Bitucarpin A. The relative potential energies in vacuo and
the relative free energies in solution (∆G(H2O)) are displayed
in Figure 3 for a number of complexes of bitucarpin A with
Cu2+.

A visual estimate of the total solvent effect for each complex
can be derived from the separation between the line correspond-
ing to the potential energy in vacuo and that of the total free
energy in aqueous solution. As observed earlier, the solvent
effect dampens the free energy differences, especially when the
ion is remarkably exposed to the solvent.

TABLE 6: B3LYP/6-31G* Natural Atomic Orbital Occupancies of Some Valence Orbitals in the Isolated Metal Ion and in a
Number of Complexes with Bitucarpin A (top) and Erybraedin C (bottom)

orbitals Cu2+ Bit-OMe Bit-OP Bit-O11 Bit-m Bit-m1_r Bit-m2_r Bit- O11_r

s (4s) 0.00002 0.12683 0.23621 0.15810 0.25194 0.31930 0.18754 0.15092
dxy (3d) 1.99993 1.96906 1.98820 1.99119 1.99703 1.97949 1.98900 1.97617
dxz (3d) 1.99991 1.99453 1.94087 1.98689 1.98111 1.99686 1.98111 1.99565
dyz (3d) 1.99993 1.99462 1.99448 1.97580 1.94439 1.94858 1.98243 1.98814
dx2-y2 (3d) 1.74975 1.99780 1.96964 1.99020 1.97971 1.94874 1.98261 1.98628
dz2 (3d) 1.24965 1.99157 1.99097 1.99347 1.93828 1.98416 1.97406 1.99237

orbitals Cu2+ Ery-O3P4 Ery-O3P4(Ot) Ery-O11_H9r Ery-O9P8_H3r Ery-mO5_HnPr

s (4s) 0.00002 0.23555 0.23474 0.18386 0.23964 0.23625
dxy (3d) 1.99993 1.98095 1.98394 1.99475 1.98647 1.95780
dxz (3d) 1.99991 1.95781 1.95870 1.99772 1.97116 1.98632
dyz (3d) 1.99993 1.99402 1.99479 1.96439 1.99616 1.95994
dx2-y2 (3d) 1.74975 1.97830 1.97435 1.97855 1.96783 1.96028
dz2 (3d) 1.24965 1.97389 1.97219 1.99474 1.96083 1.97976

TABLE 7: IEF-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G* Metal Ion Affinities
(MIA), Edef(w), Gsol, Gsol(def), ∆Gtot (kcal/mol) of Low-Energy
Cu2+ · · ·Bitucarpin A Complexes in Aqueous Solutiona

complexes MIA Edef(w) Gsol Gsol(def) ∆Gtot

Bit-OP 263.70 0.67 -109.83 -109.16 0b

Bit-OP (Ot) 264.27 1.02 -111.27 -110.25 0.67
Bit-O11_r 207.90 3.73 -124.16 -120.43 17.07
Bit-O11 210.42 3.16 -126.24 -123.07 14.77
Bit-OMe 183.48 0.99 -115.21 -114.22 23.67
Bit-m 327.03 2.59 -119.28 -116.69 7.14
Bit-m1_r 326.99 1.63 -115.15 -113.52 10.52
Bit-m2_r 229.21 2.80 -120.21 -117.41 23.87

a See text. b Reference Gtot ) -1349.442328Eh.
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This is the case for coordination sites of the cation in the O11

region (Gsol(def) ) -123 and -120 kcal/mol, for Bit-O11 and
Bit-O11_r, respectively), followed by Bit-m2_r (Gsol(def) )
-117 kcal/mol) where the cation is bridged between the ring
D and O5, but freely accessible through a wide solid angle. An
intermediate situation occurs when Cu2+ is monodentate to the
O lp (Bit-OMe, Gsol(def) ) -114 kcal/mol) or chelated within
the D ring of the scaffold and the prenyl group (Gsol(def) )
-117 and -114 kcal/mol), whereas the minimum (yet large)
solvent effect is found when the cation is bound to the prenyl
group moiety and the methoxy O lone pairs (Bit-OP, Gsol(def)
)-109 kcal/mol), irrespective of the scaffold arrangement (Bit-
OP (Ot), Gsol(def) ) -110 kcal/mol), as can be inferred also
from the data reported in Table 7. Interested readers can find
the absolute values (Eh) in aqueous solution (IEF-PCM) as well
as a variety of relative energies and free energies (kcal/mol) in
Table S3 of the Supporting Information.

Concerning the MIA in solution, the main difference with
respect to the gas phase, brought out when the complex structure
is embedded in solution and allowed to relax, is a significant
decrease in the affinity value (by 36-158 kcal/mol), again
depending on the extension of the ion surface exposed to the
solvent, and thus on the solvent competition with the ligand.
The correlation between the gas phase and solution values
therefore is roughly linear only within each set of coordination
complexes considered, but due to the variety of sites taken into
account, the relevant plots are scarcely populated. Actually a
systematic study of the full set of complexes is prevented by
the large size of the systems considered and by the computa-
tional cost of geometry optimizations in solution, whose

convergence in addition is remarkably difficult to attain. An
analogous trend is obtained also for erybraedin C.

2. Erybraedin C. The solvent effect dampens the free energy
differences for erybraedin C, significantly stabilizing the
coordination complexes with the metal cation most exposed to
the solvent, as already pointed out for bitucarpin A, that on an
average have a lower stability in vacuo. As can be derived from
the plots displayed in Figure 4 and from the values reported in
Table 8, the stabilities of Ery-O3P4 (irrespective of the scaffold
arrangement) and Ery-O9P8_H3r remain almost unaltered with
respect to those in the gas phase (Gsol(def) ≈ -114 kcal/mol).
Conversely, the chelated structures of the Ery-mO5 type as well
as Ery-O11_H9r resent a similar, and beneficial, solvent effect
(Gsol(def) ≈ -123 kcal/mol).

Interestingly enough, the MIA in solution for the sequestered
structures remains significantly favorable, decreasing by a
limited amount (8-26 kcal/mol). Absolute values (Eh) as well
as a variety of relative energies and free energies (kcal/mol)
can be found in Table S4 of the Supporting Information.

The solvent effect on the cation charge and on the
donor-acceptor interactions is not reported because they are
fairly consistent with those of plicatin B, discussed in our
previous article.12

Let us compare the coordination behavior of bitucarpin A
and erybraedin C with that of plicatin B, considered a very
effective antioxidant,32,33 although Rosa et al.13 concluded that,
in this series, erybraedin C qualifies as the most interesting
antioxidant, deserving further investigations in vivo.

D. Comparison among the MIA of the Two Pterocarpans
and Plicatin B. As already mentioned, both bitucarpin A and
erybraedin C feature a fused ring scaffold that allows limited
flexibility to the structure (Ht to Ot interconversion), beside R,R
and R,S configurations, the latter being significantly less stable
than the former.11 Conversely, plicatin B shows a variety of
rotamers, E and Z configurations on the R,� unsaturated ester
side chain, keto tautomers, and fused ring isomers available that
produced more than 100 different complexes with Cu2+.12 This
fact suggested that its potency might derive from the wide
opportunity of binding Cu2+ offered by plicatin B, whatever
structure it takes under such environmental conditions. Despite
the fact that at this computational level plicatin has just 310

TABLE 8: IEF/PCM/B3LYP/6-31G* Metal Ion Affinities
(MIA), Edef(w), Gsol, Gsol(def), ∆Gtot (kcal/mol) of Low-Energy
Cu2+ · · ·Erybraedin C Complexes in Aqueous Solutiona

complexesb MIA Edef(w) Gsol Gsol(def) ∆Gtot

Ery-O3P4 258.84 1.32 -114.81 -113.49 0b

Ery-O3P4(Ot) 261.71 1.65 -116.28 -114.62 0.85
Ery-O9P8_H3r 260.64 1.83 -116.37 -114.54 3.70
Ery-O11_H9r 221.97 2.61 -126.11 -123.50 16.19
Ery-mO5_Hnr 347.28 2.58 -126.88 -124.30 3.19
Ery-mO5_HnPr 360.21 3.08 -126.46 -123.38 7.34
Ery-O5_H3r 241.08 2.84 -125.28 -122.44 25.52

a See text. b Reference Gtot ) -1466.191281Eh.

Figure 3. IEF-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G* relative free energies (∆G(H2O),
diamonds) and free energies (G(H2O), triangles) in aqueous solution
for a few low-energy Cu2+ · · · bitucarpin A complexes. The relative
potential energy in vacuo (∆E(vac), down triangles) is also displayed.

Figure 4. IEF-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G* relative free energies (∆G(H2O),
diamonds) and free energies (G(H2O), triangles) in aqueous solution
for a few low-energy Cu2+ · · · erybraedin C complexes. The relative
potential energy in vacuo (∆E(vac), down triangles) is also displayed.
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basis functions, whereas bitucarpin and erybraedin dimensions
are 434 and 484 atomic orbitals, respectively, a large variety
of starting conformations have been considered also for them,
that however eventually produced “only” 13 and 22 different
complexes, respectively. As already stated, the scan of torsion
angles has been performed only in a limited number of cases
to identify the most stable structures and evaluate their MIA in
vacuo and in solution, further exploring the most convenient
ones.

The preferred binding sites of Cu2+ on the conserved locations
(vicinal prenyl and OH groups) are fairly similar in erybraedin
C and plicatin B. In contrast, the presence of the ester head
supplies an additional site to plicatin B, especially in the anti
arrangement of the carboxy OMe. The reducing properties of
plicatin B toward Cu(II) are analogous to those of bitucarpin
and erybraedin. In order to assess the role of its side chains,
two distinct copper · · ·plicatin B complexes, 8a_E and 8a_PO,
have been considered, replacing their prenyl (in 8a_E) and R,�-
unsaturated methyl ester (in 8a_PO) side chains, respectively,
with a H. The Cu spin density turned out to be 0.005 and 0.004,
respectively, while the MIA decreased from 343 to 319.30 kcal/
mol (Edef ) 7.65 kcal/mol) and from 334.85 to 304.02 kcal/
mol (Edef ) 10.25 kcal/mol). Interestingly enough, the bare
phenol obtained by replacing also the prenyl group with an H
in 8a_PO-ester maintained the reducing properties (Cu spin
density ) 0.003), albeit with a sharp decrease in the MIA, that
dropped to 246.55 kcal/mol.

The most favorable binding sites are found for the Z
configurations and the keto tautomers: their MIA however
suffers a significant decrease (>80 kcal/mol) in solution. The
MIA in vacuo is somewhat more favorable for bitucarpin A
and erybraedin C than for plicatin B, with the best value found
for erybraedin. In aqueous solution a limited decrease in the
MIA is computed for erybraedin C, whose best value is 360
kcal/mol, whereas that observed for bitucarpin A is remarkably
large (just two structures stop soon, ending their fall at 327 kcal/
mol). Therefore, taking into account only the most favorable
values, the MIA ordering is erybraedin C > bitucarpin A >
plicatin B both in vacuo and in aqueous solution. This ordering
should also correspond to their antioxidant activity.

E. Conclusions

A large number of complexes with Cu2+ of bitucarpin A and
erybraedin C have been considered in vacuo at the B3LYP/6-
31G* level, with the open shell dication described using
pseudopotentials coupled with the LanL2DZ valence basis set.
The energy refinement produced however a limited number of
stable complexes, because several distinct initial structures ended
into the same basin, corresponding to a single coordination
complex, with the Cu(II) cation reduced to Cu(I) and the ligand
oxidized to a radical cation. The metal ion affinity (MIA) for
bitucarpin A and erybraedin C turns out to be very favorable in
vacuo (at most 371 and 380 kcal/mol, respectively, with the
cation dentated between the prenyl π density and the O lone
pairs or the D ring). The continuum solvent in the IEF-PCM
framework hardly affects structure and stability but dampens
the free energy differences. Conversely, the MIA (tentatively
evaluated in solution employing the entire cavity for each rigid
partner in turn) decreases to 327 and 360 kcal/mol, respectively.

The nature of the stable complexes earlier located for plicatin
B shows a remarkable variety with respect to bitucarpin A and
erybraedin C, with structures of Z configuration more favorably
coordinated (357-343 kcal/mol) and preferentially solvated.
Their number is much larger as well. The solvent effect on

plicatin B significantly reduces the MIA (by 85-150 kcal/mol)
that turns out to be 265 kcal/mol, at most, in solution. Therefore,
from the present investigation, erybraedin C is expected to be
the most effective natural antioxidant in this series, followed
by bitucarpin A, whereas plicatin B, despite the wealth of active
rotamers/tautomers available, remains further apart from the two
pterocarpans. Progressive elimination of its side chains, however,
does not affect its reducing character toward Cu(II) but makes
the MIA decrease significantly.

Unfortunately, homogeneous experimental data are not avail-
able, because only plicatin B was considered in ref 32 while
bitucarpin A was disregarded (because was not active during
linoleic acid autoxidation) in ref 13, the experimental investiga-
tion that assigns a much higher antioxidant activity to erybraedin
C than to plicatin B. NPA charges and Mulliken spin densities,
however, clearly support the antioxidant character of all the
ligands considered here that, besides sequestering the cation,
reduce it thus preventing its oxidative action on LDL.

Supporting Information Available: Tables of labels, struc-
tures, and absolute energies of bitucarpin A · · ·Cu2+ complexes
in vacuo and erybraedin C · · ·Cu2+ complexes in vacuo, detailed
discussions on the structures of the complexes, tables of labels,
structures, and absolute energies of bitucarpin A · · ·Cu2+

complexes in solution and erybraedin C · · ·Cu2+ complexes in
solution, and NPA/NBO extracts from Gaussian outputs, NBO
analysis of the bonding. This information is available free of
charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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